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EL PALMERAL is a complex located in
Torreblanca, an exceptional spot on the Costa
Azahar. The complex features a social club and
sports areas, as well as private zones in each
stage. This is a project that makes the dream
of intensely enjoying the small pleasures of life
come true.

EL PALMERAL RESORT
TORREBLANCA – CASTELLÓN



Las Marinas beach is the perfect setting for a
residential complex custom-made for each
client.

PLAYASOL MEDITERRÁNEA combines an
excellent location that is well-connected to all
the nearby services, with the best features and
a functional design that makes your home an
exceptional space where the brightness and
how comfortable you feel during your stays
stand out.

PLAYASOL MEDITERRÁNEA II
DÉNIA – ALICANTE



DÉNIA – ALICANTE

LA ALMADRABA is perfectly equipped luxury
residences on the beachfront of Las Marinas.

The finest features for a residence where the
design is orientated towards creating bright,
one-of-a-kind spaces.

ALMADRABA



Located in the city centre of Denia, in an
exceptional location across from the port with
views of the sea and the Montgó massif, the
ROSALEDA building is one of the landmarks
for primary residences in Denia.

Located next to the commercial zone and
Avenida Marques de Campona, it has all the
latest technology and a high level of quality.

LA ROSALEDA

DÉNIA – ALICANTE



LOS CEREZOS. Villas, apartments and top-
floor apartments in a Mediterranean
architectural style. With sea and mountain
views, garden terraces, swimming pools and
social club. To live with nature as you deserve
to. With all the right touches.
Very close to the Terra Mítica and Terra Natura
theme parks. As well as towns rich with culture
such as Altea and Calpe.

LOS CEREZOS
BENIDORM – ALICANTE



APARTMENTS form a residential complex of 2,338
homes in a cutting edge style located in an incredibly
beautiful setting with gardens, swimming pool,
shopping areas and panoramic views of pine forests
and the Bay of Altea.
The complex occupies over 1 million m2 with common
and sports areas as well shopping and leisure zones.
Located only 40 minutes from Alicante airport and
only 4 km from all the services found at the La Marina
Shopping Centre. Terra Mítica and Terra Natura expand
even further the leisure offer that Nova Polop offers.

NOVAPOLOP

BENIDORM – ALICANTE



In an exceptional setting across from a freshwater lake
and just a few metres from the beach stands BRISAS
DE ALMERIMAR.

Enjoy magnificent views from any residence, its garden
areas with swimming pool and the top-quality
furnishings.
An exclusive enclave that enables you to enjoy golf
as much as water sports or skiing.

BRISAS DE ALMERIMAR

ALMERIMAR – ALMERÍA



To enjoy golf, a single stroke from the sea.
A luxury development in Roquetas de Mar,
featuring the finest finishes, equipment and all
the leisure time services at your disposal: golf,
water sports, skiing, shopping centres…

VEREDA GOLF
ROQUETAS DEL MAR – ALMERÍA




